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Text:
clirnate chanEe, also called global warrning, refers to the rise in
average surface
temperatures on Earth. An overwhelminE scientific consensus malntains
that
climate change is due prinnarily to the human use of fossi! fuels, which
releases
carbon dioxide and other greenhouse Eases into the air. The gases
tnap heat
within the atmosphere, which can have a range of effects on ecosysterns,
includinE rising sea levels, severe weather .r.n1., and droughts
that render
âandscapes rnore susceptible to wildfires.
Questions
Give a suitable title for the text?

'

Find in the text the synonyrns

of: Irnpacts,p{qaUle, malnty.
. What are the effects of climate change? ('i
lU,
c What are the causes of climate
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Provide soturions for ctimare change
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" Give some examples of fossil fuels? {LeV
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Translate To Arabic
Generally, reservoirs are built in rivers
w3terÂgp\(irrisation), power
for,
generation, discharge regulation and flood control.
Translate To French
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Typical correction
1. READING COMPREHENSION

r Title : Climate change

.

impacts = effectS, vulnerable

=

susceptible, mainly = primarily

.

Climate change may have numerous effects on ecosystems, including rising sea
levels, severe weather events, and droughts that render landscapes more
susceptible to wildfires.

.

Climate change is due principally to the combustion of fossil fuels, which
releases greenhouse gases into the atmosphere.

2. GENERAL CULTURE

.

Some solutions for climate change mitigation:

-Replacing fossil energies by renewable energies such as solar and wind power"

-forest management solutions such as; reducing deforestation and forest degradation,
wildfire management, increasi ng afforestation and reforestation.
o Some examples of fossil fuels:

- Coal-

Oil - Natural Gas
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L'érosion contribut amplement aux flux de transport solide qui causent I'envasement des
réservoirs. L'érosion hydrique est I'usure de la surface du sol par I'eau en provenance de la
pluie, du ruissellement, de la fonte des neiges et de I'irrigation.

